Generalize method of iteration is proposed, presented as a combination of the classical iteration and proportional division methods, on which the conditions of Boltsano-Cochy theorems are satisfied. Аn evidence of the proposed algorithm's convergence is brought.
INTRODUCTION
In the publications [1 -3] the detailing foundation of a theoretical existence and applicable efficiency of the generalize method of iteration (GMI) used for the solution of a non linear algebraic and transcendent equations was given. Moreover, in the work [ 3 ] was showed, that the GMI put forward as a limit stage of an analytical development of the classical and the modernize [ 3 ] iteration methods and intends for an effective numerical solution of the non linear algebraic, transcendent and differential equations as well as the equations systems called classes of non linear equations.
In the present article is supposed enlarge partly the traditional presentations about compression reflection [ 4 ] as a fundamental principle of a solution of the systems of algebraic, transcendent and differential equations by the method of successive approximations.
The new non linear generalization of the compression reflections principle serves the theoretical foundation for numerical solution of the non linear equations systems of by the GMI.
ORIGINAL IDEA OF GENERALIZATION OF THE METHOD OF ITERATIA
As an illustration of the initial idea of generalization of the iteration method, first of all, is brought the algorithm of a numerical solution for non linear algebraic equations by modernize method of iteration (MMI) (Fig. 1, a) x x x 2   и т.д.
The principal scheme of the given algorithm is brought on the Fig. 1 , (a).
For evidence of the process of convergence the known estimation is carried out [5] :
after which it's not difficult to find a new estimation for the n -th iteration, i.e.
In the case of a large integer number n the last two estimations one can change by two expres-
Because of q 1  , that from it fallow that, if q 1 1, 2   i.e. at 3 q 1    , the modernize method of iteration converge.
NON LINEAR GENERALIZE REFLECTION AS A FUNCTION FROM ONE

VARIABLE
As an aim of to obvious illustration of a new proposed generalization of the compression reflections operator let us consider it's, before, in the form of simple function from one variable.
As it's known [ 4 ] , an arbitrary function
Let us consider the following expression as a generalize compression reflection [3] :
After witch it's proved, that it's practically for an arbitrary function 
Then it is existed the correct fraction q such that
at a x b   , and R   , the generalize iteration process
to be converge, independent from original values
which appears the united root of the equation
on the piece   Evidence. Let us consider two consistently approximations.
Use the Lagrange theorem, we have
From here, give the values 1, 2,..., n  consistently one can obtain
for which consistently approximations n x presented   1 n  -th particular sums, i.e.
.
n n x S   Taking into account an inequality (3.6) the members of serious (3.7) by absolute values less with respected members of the geometrical progression by denominator 1 q  , therefore the series (3.7) converge and besides absolute. From it followed, that for continuous function
which in total is equivalent to results       , from which followed, that  is the root of equation (3.5) , what was require to evidence. , where allowed the assimilation of the tangent in points
, for the spiral iteration from one side carried out the fallowing equation (Fig. 1, а) :
From other side, for stage (Fig. 1, b) and hyper-stage (Fig. 1, c) iterations is just the relation:
Consequently, taking into account the note
it's justified the assumption about the existence and the singularity of a immovable point in the space R [4] and the justice of the original expression for the non linear generalization of the compression reflection (3.1), which allow to express the non linear compression operator in the space E in the finally form:
For the cases (a) and (b) we have:
(for the spiral's iteration [ 4 ] at 2 1 x 0); x 1 (for the step 's iteration [ 4 ] at 0 x 1).
For the cases (a) and (b) we have: 
NON LINEAR GENERALIZE REFLECTION AS A FUNCTION FROM SOME VARIABLES
In the space n E one introduce the canonic norm x  , expressing one of the following norms [5] :
In this case the reflection
can be qualified as a compression in the space n E . Consequently, for it must formally execute all known theorems [5] , related to the classic compression reflection in n E .
On the basic of above mentioned its allowed the formalization of the compression reflection non linear operator   in the space n E as a operator, satisfied the compression of an arbitrary compressing original   to the immovable point, i.e. 
EXAMPLES OF THE NUMERICAL REALIZATION
As a first example is considered the case of a numerical solution of the transcendent equation in complex roots, obtaining in [6] , where the problem оf stability of multilayer found was . This equation for complex roots one can take to system of two transcendent equations for real roots: As a second example of an algorithmic solution of the transcendent equations systems is chosen a system of quasi-transcendent equations, i.e. having an analytical solution, for some particular cases of the Collatz hypothesis [7] . This is a system of two equations, assuming at 
